This paper proposes a new model for DNA computation called YAC that is based on self-assembly principle. The advantages of the proposed model may be summarized as follows : (i) the model has the universal computability of Turing machines, (ii) nevertheless, it only requires surprisingly simple and basic biomolecular operations, i.e., besides annealing and melting in one-pot reaction, its computation mechanism requires only detect operation for detecting the existence of a completely hybridized double stranded molecule, and therefore (iii) it seems to have high potential of the feasibility in molecular biological implementation.
Introduction
In recent intensive study of normal form theorems for the generative grammars in formal language theory, quite a few number of normal form theorems for a variety of types of grammars have been presented, ranging from regular grammars to phrase-structure grammars in Chomsky's hierarchy. Among others, some of the normal forms for phrasestructure grammars can be of crucially importance when one wants to develop new computational models. In fact, one of the normal form theorems Geert proved in [9] is most interesting for our purpose, which tells us that each recursively enumerable language can be generated by a phrase-structure grammar with only 5 nonterminals fS; A; B; C; Dg (S is the initial nonterminal) and with all of the context-free rules being of the form S ! v and two extra (non context-free) rules AB ! " and CD ! ". In other words, each derivation of the grammar in this normal form can almost be represented by a derivation tree. This feature is of great importance, because this implies that most of the computation processes can be carried out without checking any context-sensitivity requirement.
Based on the normal form characterization for phrase-structure grammars due to Geffert, the current research presents a new model of DNA computation whose basic feature underlying its computation mechanism is classied into self-assembly principle. Over the other models of DNA-computing proposed and discussed so far in the literature, our models possess several advantages which greatly facilitates the implementation issue in terms of the state-of-the-art technology in molecular biology.
This paper is organized as follows. As an introduction to self-assembly computation, we rst discuss uncoded and coded self-assembly models of computation and give a brief consideration into these models in Section 2. Section 3 presents preliminary existing results focusing on Geert's normal form theorem for phrase-structure grammars. In Section 4, we propose our new DNA computation model YAC (Yet Another Computation model based on Self-assembly principle) and some consideration on pre-computation based model is given. Further, Section 5 develops more resource-ecient method for implementing YAC models, describing an incremental computation schema in YAC. Further, computational complexity issue on NP languages is briey analyzed in Section 6, followed by summarizing advantages of YAC models and related work, together with a short conclusion in Section 7.
2 Self-Assembly Computations | Coded v.s. Uncoded Models
The phenomena of so-called self-assembly can be seen at various places, time, and occasions. For example, \ 1 1 1 raindrops on a leaf autonomously merge together into one bigger drop. This is known as a typical example of uncoded self-assembly, where self-assembly of each component is followed by a simple principle of potential energy minimization. In vivo, on the other hand, protein molecules inside cells or Bacteriophages self-assemble its components in terms of conformational changes that is designed by coded instructions 1 1 1 ([17] )". Figure 1 illustrates an example computation process of raindrops in the uncoded selfassembly, where one basic operation fusion is employed under a natural constraint with an energy minimization. Here, a natural question arises : what kind of computation could be possible ? if arbitrary geometrical gures are taken into consideration to get fusion and a natural constraint is replaced by an articial constraint imposed on the computation process.
For example, suppose that a rectangle constraint is taken as an articial constraint. Then, as shown in Figure 2 , it is possible to carry out a computation for polynomial factorization in this computation framework of \uncoded self-assembly". The example of (1) in Figure 2 shows a computation process where only correct solution is selected from a random pool of self-assembled components by an articial constraint \square" that is supposed to be achieved by some natural feature on computation component materials involved (like an energy minimization principle). Another type of computation is illustrated with (2) in Figure 2 where a new operation subtraction is employed as a On the other hand, the same computation tasks can be performed in a simpler framework of coded self-assembly model, which is illustrated in (a) of Figure 3 , where no \con-straint" is required to nalize the computation process, and therefore no concept of conformational change is necessary. Instead, coded self-assembly computation may require, in the general setting, multi-sort coded components as is shown in (a) of Figure 3 . 1 (Note that components A and B in Figure 3 have two sides dierently coded.) Thus, it seems that skillfully designed, multi-sort coded components make it possible to achieve a variety of fairly complicated computations, which have already been demonstrated and even proved by the work on self-assembly models by Winfree and others ( [11, 21] ).
Further, more computational power is expected when a constraint requirement is used together with a random pool of coded components, as is seen from the example in (b) of Figure 3 . Thus, there seems to be trade-o relations in computational power among the uses of \coded components", \constraints" and \a random pool". It should be also remarked that no concept (or knowledge) of elementary arithmetic is involved in the process of self-assembly computation for factorization.
From these observations, one may derive the following computation schema :
(Computation)=(Self-Assembly)+ (Conformational Change) where \self-assembly" depends on fusion of either uncoded or coded components, while \conformational change" is regulated by either natural or articial constraint. Related discussion on conformation-driven computation can be found in [5, 6, 18] . At present, it is entirely open and an interesting problem to explore the computational capability of this framework of self-assembly models in the suggested direction.
In this paper, we shall present a very simple type of a coded self-assembly computation model with a simple constraint but still having the Turing universal computability. 
Preliminary Results on Grammars in Normal Form
We assume standard notions and notations from the theory of formal languages. (See, e.g., [10] .)
In this section, we will rst introduce an interesting result on the normal form theorem for the phrase-structure grammars, and then derive an abstract model for molecular computation based on a simple but powerful characterization on the computational power of the normal form grammars. Denition 1 ([9]) A generative system (g-system, for short) is a 7-tuple 0 = (K; V N ; 6; S; ; p I ; p F ), where K is a nite set of states, V N and 6 are mutually disjoint nite sets of nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively, S(2 V N ) is the initial symbol, and p I and p F (in K) are initial and nal states, respectively. Further, is a nite set of transition rules of the form : (p; a; v; q) 2 K 2 V 2 V 3 2 K, where V = V N [ 6. A binary relation ) on V 3 is dened by u ) v def () 9(q I ; a 1 ; v 1 ; q 1 ); (q 1 ; a 2 ; v 2 ; q 2 ); 1 1 1 ; (q n01 ; a n ; v n ; q F ) such that u = a 1 a 2 1 1 1 a n and v = v 1 v 2 1 1 1 v n Finally, the language of 0 is the set L(0) = fw 2 6 3 jS ) 3 wg, where ) 3 is the reexive and transitive closure of ).
Given a recursively enumerable language L over 6, one may assume a phrase-structure grammar G = (V N ; 6; P; S) in a normal form generating L with the property that each rule of P is in one of the following forms : A ! BC; AB ! CD; A ! a, and A ! ", where A; B; C; D 2 V N , a 2 6. (See, e.g., [16] ) It is easily seen that for each phrase-structure grammar G in the normal form mentioned above, there eectively exists a g-system 0 such that L(G) = L(0). The proof can be outlined in the following manner: Suppose that u = xAy (and = xABy) are rewritten as z = xvy (and = xCDy) with A ! v (and AB ! v) in G, respectively. Then, intuitively, A ! v and AB ! v are replaced by a sequence of transitions (q I ; A; v; q F ) and (q I ; A; "; q 1 )(q 1 ; B; CD; q F ), respectively. Therefore, a derivation u = a 1 1 1 1 a k ABa k+1 1 1 1 a n ) z = xCDy is simulated by a sequence of transitions : (q I ; a 1 ; a 1 ; q I ) 1 1 1 (q I ; a k ; a k ; q I )(q I ; A; "; q 1 )(q 1 ; B; CD; q F )(q F ; a k+1 ; a k+1 ; q F ) 1 1 1(q F ; a n ; a n ; q F )
Similarly, a derivation u = a 1 1 1 1 a k Aa k+1 1 1 1 a n ) z = xvy is simulated by a sequence of transitions :
(q I ; a 1 ; a 1 ; q I ) 1 1 1 (q I ; a k ; a k ; q I )(q I ; A; v; q F )(q F ; a k+1 ; a k+1 ; q F ) 1 1 1 (q F ; a n ; a n ; q F ) 1 1 1 (2): (Proof Schetch.) We describe the outline of the proof. For a given recursively enumerable language L over 6, let 0 = (K; V N ; 6; S; ; p I ; p F ) be a g-system such that L = L(0). We may assume that a derivation process in 0 is either type (1) or type (2) above. Now, the construction of an equivalent EPC P from 0 can be given in the following manner. First, let and dene two homomorphisms h 1 and h 2 from 6 A to 6 3 B by Table 1 . (Note that 6 B
properly contains 6(= fa 1 ; 1 1 1 ; a n L g) over which L is dened, that is, it holds that n L < n B .)
Let c : 6 B ! f0; 1g 3 be a binary coding dened by : for each a i (1 i n B ), c(a i ) is the binary notation for i. Now, we construct P as follows : Then, for a string x in f0; 1g 3 , we write x 0 = f(x) and x 00 = g(x). Note that x 0 is in fT; Cg 3 and x 00 is in fA; Gg 3 .
From Proposition 1, Geert derived an interesting normal form theorem for phrasestructure grammars which is rephrased here with some modications. Proposition 2 ( [9] ) Each recursively enumerable language L over 6 can be generated by a phrase-structure grammar with G = (fS; A; C; G; T g; 6; R [ fTA ! "; CG ! "g; S), where R = R 1 [ R 2 [ R 3 and R 1 = fS ! z 0R a j Sa j ja j 2 6 and z a j are those of P in (3)g R 2 = fS ! u 0R i Sv 00 i j1 i n A and u i and v i are those of P in (3)g R 3 = fS ! u 0R n A g(where we may assume that u n A = c(h 1 (s 3 ))) Notes 2 1. For each i = 1; 2; 3; a rule in R i is said to be Type-(i).
2. The proof tells that in Type-(ii) rules, v-side strings may possibly be empty, while u-side strings are never empty.
3. Notes 1 tells that in fact there is only one Type-(iii) rule corresponding to s 3 in Table 1 .
4. From Notes 1 together with discussion (containing (1) and (2)) given between Denition 1 and 2, whenever a Type-(ii) rule with empty v-side is used, it is immediately followed by either a Type-(ii) with non-empty v-side or the unique rule of Type-(iii). 
(Note that a relation (*) was used).
Here, from the property of the phrase-structure grammar G in normal form in Proposition 2 we have the following :
1. It is not until a Type-(iii) rule has been applied that two extra cancellation rules (T A ! " and CG ! ") are ready to be used.
2. Mixed use of Type-(i) and Type-(ii) rules leads to sentential forms for which no chance to get terminal strings remains.
3. Any occurrence of x (2 6) in any substring (except for a sux) of a sentential form blocks a way to produce a terminal string.
4. A successful derivation process can be divided into three phases : At the rst phase (Generation), Type-(i) rules are used. The second phase (Extension) consists of using Type-(ii) rules and ends up with one application of the Type-(iii) rule. Finally, the third phase (Test) erases well-formed pairings (TA or CG) using two extra rules only.
5. There is only one occurrence of either TA or CG in any sentential form to which cancellation rules can be applied.
6. Test phase can only be started up with the unique position where either T A exclusively or CG appears immediately after one application of the Type-(iii) rule. 4 YAC : Yet Another Computation of Self-Assembly
As one instance of a coded self-assembly computation model, we present our DNA computation model : YAC(Yet Another Computation of Self-assembly) which is based on the characterization results given in the previous section.
Suppose that given a recursively enumerable language L, let G = (fS; A; C; G; T g; 6; R [ fTA ! "; CG ! "g; S) be the phrase-structure grammar in normal form such that
In our model YAC, we prepare in the following manner the set of basic components to be assembled : 3. Finally, for a given input string w = b 1 1 1 1 b n (2 6 3 ) to be recognized, we prepare a component in shape shown in (a) of Figure 4 . Note that a string z 0 w of the component in (a) is designed so that it reects the binary coding of the input w, where z 0 w denotes z 00 w (= g(z w )) on the analogy of complementarity of DNA molecules. We assume that all these components are provided with suciently high density in one pot (of a test tube). (See Figure 5. ) Finally, we adopt the following detect operation (that acts as an articial constraint in a coded self-assembly model) : d-Detect : Given a test tube that may contain double stranded strings, return \yes" if it contains (at least) one completely hybridized double stranded string, and \no" otherwise.
Note that d-Detect is a \double stranded version" of a standard operation Detect (to detect whether or not there is a single strand string in the test tube). Figure 5 illustrates a computation schema for YAC.
Beside d-Detect, YAC only requires two basic operations to execute its computation process : annealing and melting. An example of a successful computation in YAC is illustrated in Figure 6 .
[Implementation Notes] In implementing 1. described above, DNA complementarity is conveniently available in such a way that the symbols A and G on v-side of the rule be realized by purine : A, G and the symbols C and T on u-side by pyrimidine : C, T, respectively. This also gives us more guarantee to prevent each \loop" part on v-side (or u-side) from forming unexpected (undesirable) structures. The same feature applies to the case 2 above.
In a practical implementation of basic components, two kind of separaters, consisting of 12 As and complementary 12 Ts, should be properly inserted at the \dotted position" between two symbols of each string on both u-side and v-side of each component in Figure 4 , respectively, so that a complete hybridization may be successfully made. (Here we preferred the current presentation because of its simplicity in representing the basic idea underlying.)
Implementing an operation d-Detect may contain two tasks : one is to separate only complexes of partially hybridized double stranded molecules (PHD-strands, for short) from others, the other is to detect if there is a double stranded molecule (coding a solution sequence) among them. (For PHD-strands, see (c) of Figure 6 .) For the former task (what we call PHD-separation), we would be able to utilize the secondary structural property of non-PHD strands in order to discriminate them from PHD-strands. More specically, some of well-established methods for discriminating mutant DNA strands from complete double strands, such as DGGE 2 or SSCP 3 , seems very promising for practical use. The latter task may be achieved by using a familiar biotechnique to probe a particular complex among many DNA molecules with the help of attached magnetic beads. (See (c) of Figures 6 and 7.) 
[Universal Computability of YAC]
Under the assumption that all operations involved in the computation process of YAC are correctly performed (without any errors), it is almost straightfoward to see that the YAC model has the universal computability of Turing machines.
From Proposition 2 and its following explanations throughout the previous section, it holds that for an arbitrary input w in is always available, and whenever a component of type () must be used, instead of () a component of type () can proceed (), then immediately followed by a component of type (). (See Figure 4 .) This ordering of compositions can only achieve a successful simulation of Generation phase containing a Type-(ii) rule with empty string on its v-side, which is assured by 4. of Notes 2.
3. It holds that w is in L i there is a successful computation process in YAC at whose nal stage there is a PHD-strands with a specic single strand : z 0 R w T 12 (see (c) of Figure 6 ), where z w denotes the complement of z w .
4. Thus, all of what remains of our task is to perform a d-Detect operation in which the w-probe (consisting of z 0 R w A 12 attached with magnetic beads) is readily applied to separate only targeted double strands.
Thus, we have the following : Proposition 3 Any recursively enumerable language can be recognized by YAC computation model.
A similar argument can apply to context-sensitive languages. That is, it is easily seen that any context-sensitive language can be generated by an "-free g-system, which eventually leads us to the following result. [Making YAC Ecient] One can perform computations in YAC in a more ecient way if pre-computation processing is allowed. Figure 7 illustrates how this idea works.
Given a given recursively enumerable language L and an input w, we rst prepare an initial random pool consisting of only Type-(ii) and Type-(iii) components, then after melting and annealing, we obtain the pre-computed universal pool for L which, besides a variety of aggregated mixture of components, may contain PHD-strands(partially hybridized double strands). Then, the rest of our task is to perform d-Detect, that is, to separate from the pool only good PHD-strands (coding a solution sequence for w) with a specic single molecule (exactly, the complement of the w-probe) by using the w-probe.
Thus, once the pre-computed universal pool for L has been obtained, all we have to do is for any input w to check if there is a target double strands in the pool by probing with z 0R w , which is a great advantage of this pre-computation method. 
PHD-separation with w-probe

Pre-computation
Pre
Incremental Computation in YAC: Getting More Eciency
Although the computation process of YAC described in the previous section is simple enough to implement, it is easily seen that creating a random pool of components either in the one-pot method or at the pre-computation stage can require a huge quantity of DNA molecules as the case may be. In order to reduce this diculty and get more resource eciency, we shall now present another way of implementing the YAC computation that is much more volume-ecient than the naive one. The idea is that instead of creating a random pool of all components, we adopt a stepby-step method to simulate via YAC a successful derivation in the normal form grammar G for L, whose basic concept has been already proposed in literature (for example, [12] ).
Let w be an input string to be recognized with respect to L and let m be the total number of all Type-(ii) components in YAC for L.
Starting with the Type-(iii) components, we simulate a derivation process of G in a backward manner.
(0) Initialization: Prepare the initial test tube T 0 containing only Type-(iii) components.
( d that contains only PHD-strands. Now, we make a detection to T 00 d to examine if or not it contains a completely hybridized double strand. If it turned out there is, then go to (2) . Otherwise, we go back to the test tube T 0 u and let it be the current tube T. Then, go to (1) again. Note that if w is not in L, the above procedure may not terminate forever, when L is non-recursive. 6 Computing NP in YAC We analyze the time complexity of YAC computation for the class NP. In order to dene the time complexity of YAC computation, we take the following position : It takes time proportional to the length of DNA strands to perform one operation of annealing or melting, and an operation d-Detect may also require time proportional to the length of the strands resulted from (composed through) the computation at the nal stage.
Taking these into consideration, it would be reasonable to dene the time complexity by measuring the length of a composed DNA strands (possiblly coding a solution sequence) to be checked in the nal test tube.
Given any recursively enumerable language L, let 0 and P be a g-system and an EPC, respectively, such that L = L(0) = L(P). For a given derivation S = w 0 ) w 1 ) 1 1 1 ) w r = w(2 6 3 ): in 0, let (2 6 3 A ) be a solution sequence for w such that h 2 () = h 1 ()w in P . Then, from Notes 1, can always be found in the form :
where n i = jw i j. Therefore, the length of is bounded by O( P r i=0 jw i j).
Suppose that L is in NP. Then, there exists a polynomial P (n) such that r O(P (n)) and jw i j O(P (n)) for each i 0, where n = jwj and w 2 L. Therefore, jh i ()j O(P (n) 2 ) (for each i = 1; 2), leading to that the total length of a completely hybridized double stranded molecule (coding a solution sequence) in the nal tube in YAC computation is bounded by O(P (n) 2 ). Thus, we have :
Proposition 5 Each language in NP can be recognized by YAC computation in polynommial time.
Further, suppose that L is in PSPACE. Then, there exists a polynomial P (n) such that jw i j O(P (n)) for each i 0, where n = jwj and w 2 L. From the property of 0 (more specically, from the structure of and the denitions of h 1 and h 2 ), it is not hard to see that for any w in L, there exists a solution sequence for w in 0 for which any prex (or sux) of satises jh 1 () 0 h 2 ()j O(P(n)). This implies the following : Proposition 6 Each language L in PSPACE can be recognized in YAC where there exists a polynomial P (n) satisfying that for any w in L, there exists a completely hybridized double strands (coding a solution sequence for w) for which the dierence of length of two strands is always bounded by O(P (jwj)) during the computation.
Discussion
Advantages of YAC Models
From a computation theoretic point of view, the basic principle of computation in the YAC model is quite similar to those of DNA-EC( [25] ) and Watson-Crick Automata ( [8] ) in that DNA computational mechanism of these models is based on the task of equality checking of two working tapes of DNA strands, while we claim that YAC model is much simpler than others and it gains some advantages over them. On the other hand, there are already some results on self-assembly DNA computing models. Among others Winfree's 2D self-assembly models in [21, 22] (W-models, for short) that may be regarded as a coded self-assembly model in our sense, are most relevent to discuss.
The advantages and distinguished features of YAC model may be summarized as follows:
1. YAC needs not to take care of controlling the state-transition process that is essential to most other computation models proposed so far, which makes YAC considerablly simpler and easier to implement it.
2. A normal form grammar G on which YAC depends requires only a xed number of nonterminals (in fact, 5 nonterminals are sucient) in order to simulate any recursively enumerable language L, while the corresponding number of states neccessary in other models strictly depends on L.
3. Moreover, the roles of 4 nonterminals A, C, G, T out of 5 of G are very much suitable for DNAs to simulate in that the cancellation rules TA ! " and CG ! " can be performed by just the right task for the complementary pairs of T and A, and of C and G to hybridize, respectively.
4. In order to achieve the universal computability, YAC needs only planery components of simple tree-like strucutres in its computation process, while more complicated components (such as double crossover molecules) are required in W-models or others.
5. Growing up aggregates of basic components in YAC is based on a simple hybridization mechanism in a linear direction (dimension), which seems to allow YAC a much easier way of implementation than any other.
Conclusions
Based on a new computation paradigm of a coded self-assembly with an articial constraint, we have proposed a DNA computing model YAC having the Turing universal computability in which any recursively enumerable language can be recognized in a purely self-assembly computation manner. It should be noted that YAC employs as an articial constraint a kind of \free energy minimization" requirement of being a completely hybridized double stranded molecule. On the other hand, the structural simplicity of YAC computation assembly units is expected to facilitate its implementation greatly. In particular, the very two groups of four DNAs (A,G: purine and C,T: pyrimidine) can be readily applied both to encoding the computational information of a language into its YAC assembly units and to checking the completeness of the computation results in the nal process with its complementary property. The future work to be done in the direction suggested in this paper may contain intensive and inclusive study on the time and space complexity issues of YAC computation model, and solid evaluation on reaction and error rates of wet YAC computation in terms of computer simulation. Further, practical bio-molecular implementation methodology for wet lab experiments should be explored.
